
SPORT-RELATED CONCUSSION: WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH 
THE TRUTH? 

 
INTRODUCTION 
On April 20, 2021, the NFL and NFLPA released its 2021 Helmet Laboratory Testing Results ranking the VICIS 
ZERO2-R MATRIX, VICIS ZERO2-R TRENCH, and the VICIS ZERO2-R helmets as best performing helmets 
in their laboratory research tests.[1] This occurring one year after VICIS sold to Innovatus for $2.85 million who 
has previously invested $18 million in Schutt another manufacturer of football helmets [2] VICIS founded in 
2013 and released its first helmet into the marketplace in 2017. VICIS had raised over $85 million dollars as of 
February 2019 to keep their helmet manufactured and in the marketplace. VICIS was ALSO awarded over $1 
million by the NFL. [3, 4] The company was valued at $5 million dollars in December 2019 after a valuation of 
$90 million in 2018. On April 20, 2021, the same day the NFL and NFLPA released their laboratory testing 
results they also approved the first position-specific helmet design for offensive and defensive lineman, the 
VICIS ZERO2-R TRENCH. [5] And Jeff Miller, NFL Executive Vice President overseeing Player Health and 
Safety with the release of the 2021 results offered a $1 million prize to be awarded for a winning helmet which 
improves on the performance score achieved by current top-performing helmets by more than 15%. This would 
mark a transformational improvement approximately five times greater than the average year.[1] 

This should raise many questions when it comes to the football helmet in its success in reducing the 
number and severity of concussions! MAYBE THE HELMET IS NOT THE ANSWER!?  

1. How is it that the number one NFL and NFLPA laboratory tested helmet goes out of business after 
being in the marketplace for only three years and another helmet company introduces it and the NFL 
supports it the first position specific helmet? And then offers an award for technology that improves this 
helmet technology by 15%? 

2. What is a 15% improvement (which is described as transformational) over the top ranked helmets? 
Especially when the improvements that have been made so far and how they have been improved 
cannot be found anywhere? 

3. How is it that the HeadHealthTECH Challenge has limited itself to only technology that involves direct 
contact with the helmet when there are other mechanisms which can cause concussion? 

4. Why does the NFL continue to spend money on helmets when they are only making very small 
incremental improvements in safety? 

5. Why are helmets getting heavier when a heavier helmet adds to the forces acting on the brain which 
can cause concussion? 

THIS LEADS TO THE TWO MAIN QUESTIONS WHICH NEED TO BE ANSWERED!!! 
1. How can we ask a helmet to absorb force upon contact when its main function has always been 

to deflect the force away from the skull to prevent skull fracture?! 
2. Is there other technology out there that more effectively addresses the protection of the brain 

against the forces and mechanisms of concussion?! 

 
I am writing this paper answer these two questions and to present what is happening to the brain inside our 
skull and how it can be better protected against the mechanisms and forces that lead to concussion in sport. 
Except for the CoVid pandemic over the past 2 years sport-related concussion (SRC) has been the main topic 
of discussion over the past 10 years when it comes to injury/illness in sports. SRC has become a multimillion, 
maybe even multibillion dollar a year business. Yet, there has  been no introduction in the form of new 
technology to PREVENT SRC from occurring. Only incremental improvements, if any, have been made in the 
helmet and when it comes right down to it those improvements have been made to increase results in testing 
and sales. And that is because helmets were never created to prevent SRC. But that does not mean they don’t 
work, they only work for what they were designed to do, which is limit the time of contact and absorb as much 
energy as possible during that time contact. And they only work when direct contact to the head/helmet occurs. 
 
We  have to do a better job of preventing injury to the most essential organ of our human body and a helmet 
cannot do it alone. We need to do more than just protect the head upon direct impact because protecting the 
brain goes beyond protecting the head with a helmet! And we need to start preventing SRC and reducing 
severity before it happens not just after it happens! In this paper you will learn why slowing down the helmeted 
head is the key in how we prevent SRC for both direct and indirect impacts. 



 
I am presenting this information in a different way so that everyone will see why and how my safety device 
Kato Collar introduced into football is working to protect against concussion as well as the burner/stinger 
injury! I have two testimonials in which Kato Collar was purchased for high school football players to prevent 
another concussion. One player and his parents had agreed that if he had another concussion, he would quit 
playing. He had sustained multiple concussions over the previous three years  They purchased Kato Collar 
and he played running back and linebacker three more years in high school without another concussion and 
was offered a small college scholarship to play football. The other player’s coach purchased Kato Collar for 
him as he had headaches his sophomore year playing football before and after he sustained a concussion. 
This player who also played two more years at running back and linebacker reported to me that besides not 
sustaining another concussion injury he never got another headache while playing football. 
 
My second reason for presenting this information is that we are being given distorted information as to how the 
brain is injured from the powers that be who control the narrative. Everything which has been written about 
what occurs to the brain in a concussive episode is all based on theory. And that is because at this time we 
cannot put a camera inside the skull to see how the brain moves nor has there ever been any in vivo model of 
the head and neck that can truly replicate how God made our brain and how his mechanical and structural 
design of the brain prevents injury to itself. Therefore, we need to analyze and evaluate the mechanical design 
and structural support system of our brains.  
 
The general idea of today’s theories is that any impact to the head or body causing the head to move violently 
in turn causes the brain to bounce around smashing into the inside of the skull.  Based on videos such as 
found on the CDC website most people have been led to believe that the brain lags behind, then the brain 
catches up and smashes into the skull. It rebounds off the skull and then proceeds to run into the other side of 
the skull. https://www.cdc.gov/headsup/basics/concussion_whatis.html [6] This is pretty much what was 
depicted in the movie “Concussion” when they showed the tennis ball bouncing back and forth in its cannister. 
Though the brain does move inside the skull this description is inaccurate and is why people have been misled 
into accepting that the only way to prevent a concussion is the helmet. The only place the helmet can reduce 
the energy/forces to the head is when the mechanism causing the injury is a direct contact with the helmet. 
And it is important to note that the helmet does not absorb energy to the brain, it only absorbs energy to the 
head! This paper will explain to you that head/helmet acceleration and deceleration is what initiates all contact 
of the skull with the brain and not the brain with the skull. The skull is what initiates all energy and force to the 
brain. Based on my review of anatomy and the laws of science you will see and understand the skull is what 
pushes the brain back and forth as opposed to the brain itself bouncing around and banging into the skull 
which is what they want us to believe. 
 
This paper will begin with sports related concussion (SRC) and the mechanisms which cause SRC. Next, I will 
review the anatomy of the brain focusing on the mechanical design and structural support system of the brain. 
This review of this anatomy is not meant to include all the functions of the head, neck, and brain, only those 
functions of their structure as it relates to concussion. A knowledge of this anatomy and how the brain works to 
protect itself is key in understanding how we can add to this protection. Following this will be a brief overview of 
helmet testing and research and how it relates to SRC. Then we will do a deep dive into a new theory of brain 
movement evaluating how the brain moves in four different impact mechanisms of SRC. This explanation is 
based on how the brain moves after impact and not just upon impact. This will be followed by a detailed look at 
some of the structural anatomy of the brain and how it helps protect itself from concussion and why certain 
areas are more susceptible to injury. At the end I will add my thoughts as to what must be done and where we 
need to move in the future to better provide protection to our brains in sports and activities in which there is a 
high risk of concussion from the head/helmet being forced to move violently from direct and indirect impacts. 

 
SPORTS RELATED CONCUSSION (SRC) 
Concussion has been defined in many ways. Concussion is a type of traumatic brain injury—or TBI—caused 
by a bump, blow, or jolt to the head (direct impact) or by a hit to the body (indirect impact) that causes the head  
and therefore the brain to move rapidly back and forth.  

TRUTH #1: The brain only moves in reaction to what the head does. The brain 
moves back and forth rapidly because the head is moved rapidly back and forth. 
(This will be explained later.) This impact to the head or body leads to problems with thinking or other 

https://www.cdc.gov/headsup/basics/concussion_whatis.html


neurological symptoms. Many refer to concussion as Mild traumatic Brain Injury (MTBI). Sport related 
concussion is simply a concussion that occurs in sport. Concussions can occur in any sport when there is a 
blow to the head, neck, or body that causes the head to move violently.  It is estimated there are 1.6-3.8 million 
sport related MTBIs occur each year. [7,8] The Center for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that as 
many as 300,000 sports-related mild traumatic brain injuries (MTBI), also referred to as concussions occur in 
the United States each year with approximately 1/3 of these occurring in football. [8] 
Most of the research and literature in sports refer to concussion as mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI). For the 
purpose of this discussion, we will be talking about football and therefore we will refer to a mTBI as a sports 
related concussion (SRC) since it occurs playing a sport.  There have been many theories and analogies about 
what happens to the brain upon impacts causing SRC. Part of the problem is that we have conveniently 
lumped together the head/skull with the brain believing that the only way to protect against concussion is by 
absorbing energy/force on contact to the head via the helmet during impact. And this is simply not true! 
Because in most cases SRC occurs when the brain moves, and the brain only moves if the head moves! The 
impact is never in direct contact with the brain and therefore can only indirectly elicit energy/forces to the brain. 
The inside of the skull is what elicits the energy/force on the brain through the kinetic energy of movement after 
the direct or indirect impact which causes the head to move. Helmets therefore do not absorb forces or energy 
to the brain only the brain itself can absorb energy/force to itself. THINK ABOUT THIS! When two 
head/helmets come together in a hit in which they contact each other they come to a position in which they 
stop prior to deflecting off of each other. As they are slowing down to zero velocity during impact the brain is 
still moving in the direction the head was moving toward that hit. The brain does not have force elicited to it 
from the hit. The force that is working on the brain is the force it creates to itself from the kinetic energy of 
motion as it moves toward the hit. 
Please do not misunderstand what I am trying to say here! Helmets are absolutely necessary in contact sports 
to protect against the energy/forces which occur to the head. But they only absorb energy/force to the skull 
which in turn reduces the energy/force the skull itself can transmit transmits to the brain as it starts pushing the 
brain in the opposite direction from the point of contact. And the energy/force transmitted by the skull occurs 
through the kinetic energy (KE) of motion that the skull elicits to the brain when changing the brain’s 
movement.    
The problem and question with sport then becomes how do we keep the head from moving? WE DON’T 
BECAUSE WE CAN’T! Number 1, movement of the head via the neck is necessary for optimal performance 
and prevention of injury to other areas of our bodies. In sport, or any other activity requiring movement you 
cannot have the head and neck locked in a position which does not allow for head and neck motion as it is 
required for performance. Performance depends on movement of the head and neck so that movement of the 
sport or activity can take place! And number 2, if you lock the head and neck in a position in a body-to-body 
contact sport you are setting up the player for a catastrophic neck injury. 
In order to understand the mechanisms causing SRC we need to understand the anatomy of the human head 
and neck, and the brain in the context of how they are created and designed. There have been many theories 
proposed about what happens inside the skull to the brain upon impact. The movie “Concussion” depicts the 
brain as a bouncing ball. Other people claim the brain moves back and forth on its own from contact even if the 
head does not move. Based on the anatomy of the brain and the laws of science neither one of these 
depictions of brain movement is true. Concussion in any activity only occurs if the brain moves. And the brain 
only moves in reaction to acceleration and deceleration of the head. 
 

MECHANISM OF INJURY (MOI) IN SRC 
SRC is a traumatic brain injury induced by biomechanical forces.  SRC may be caused either by a direct blow 
to the head, face, neck or elsewhere on the body with an impulsive force transmitted to the head. [9] Another 
description defining concussion biomechanically states, “Two broad categories of forces—contact and 
inertial—encompass the important causal forces associated with SRC. Both contact and inertial forces occur 
during impact loading, where the head is struck (or strikes) a surface. Only inertial (acceleration) loading 
occurs from impulsive head motions, which are defined by the absence of the head striking an object.” [10]  
In order to simplify, SRC in football occurs from direct impact causing contact and inertial forces to the 
head and indirect impact causing only inertial forces to the head. A direct impact to the head/helmet 
causing the head/helmet to move can occur with helmet-to-helmet impacts, helmet to shoulder pad, helmet to 
body, or helmet to ground. An indirect impact is caused when there is no contact with the helmet causing the 
head/helmet to move suddenly or violently.  This can occur with body-to-body impacts which cause the head to 



move violently or change direction rapidly. In both cases of direct or indirect  impacts the point of emphasis is 
THE HEAD MOVES in the majority of impacts in football.   

 
HEAD, NECK, and BRAIN ANATOMY 
The Head and Neck: When describing human anatomy, the upper portion of the body consisting of 

the skull with its coverings and contents, including the lower jaw is defined as the head. The skull is 
attached to the spinal column via the first cervical vertebrae called the atlas. [11] The head is connected to the 
trunk of the body and moved by muscles of the head and neck through the motions of cervical flexion, 
extension, lateral flexion, and rotation. [12]  
Figure 1 below depicts the osseous anatomy of skull, and Figure 2 the head and neck anatomy. 
 

 
Figure 1. Bony anatomy of skull 

 

 
Figure 2. Non bony anatomy of the head and neck 

https://www.britannica.com/science/skull
https://www.britannica.com/science/jaw


The Skull: When discussing SRC it is important to note that the hair, scalp, periosteum, and bone of the skull 
are not in any way attached to the brain. Everything below the bony portion of the skull is part of the brain Fig. 
3). The scalp and cranial bones provide mechanical protection to the brain. [13] When talking about helmets 
and absorption of energy upon impact from the helmet we must consider the skull as part of the protection of 
the brain. It is there to prevent any direct contact to the brain.  As we move further into this discussion, I will 
refer to the head and helmet as one entity – head/helmet. 

 

 
Figure 3. Relationship of the Skull to the Brain 

 

The Brain: TRUTH #2: The brain includes all structures below the skull and are 
contained within the skull. This includes the linings , spaces, ventricles, 
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), the four major regions and everything that makes 
them up. (Figure 3.) The four major regions of the brain are the cerebrum, cerebellum, diencephalon, and 

brain stem. The average weight of the human brain is approximately 3 to 3.3 pounds. [14, 15] IMPORTANT 
NOTE: Take notice in Figure 3 that we have been led to believe that the brain is surrounded by cerebrospinal 
fluid. In the picture above where the line is pointing to the brain it is in reality the cerebrum which is part of the 
brain. The brain includes the meninges and space between the meninges and the CSF in between the 
meninges. 
 

Cerebrum (Fig. 4)consists of two hemispheres and four lobes: frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital. [13] 

The cerebral cortex is the outermost layer of the brain of about 1.5 mm to 5mm of the cerebrum. It is covered 
by a meninges and is subcortical, made up primarily of grey matter. [16, 17] The falx cerebri is a sickle shaped 
fold of dura mater dividing the two cerebral hemispheres in the longitudinal fissure. [13] The cerebrum is the 
largest part of the brain, and its right and left hemispheres are joined by the corpus callosum. The cerebrum 
makes up approximately 85% of the brain’s weight. [15, 18] 



 
Figure 4: Four views of cerebrum 

Cerebellum stands for “little brain” and is part of the brain and a structure of the central nervous system that 
is located at the back of the brain, underlying the occipital and temporal lobes of the cerebral cortex. Although 
the cerebellum accounts for approximately 10% of the brain’s volume, it contains over 50% of the total number 
of neurons in the brain. [19] The weight of an adult human cerebellum is 150 grams. [20] 150 grams is 
equivalent to 0.330693 pounds. This is approximately 10% of the brain’s weight. 
 

Diencephalon (Fig. 5) consists of the thalamus and hypothalamus which lies in the midportion of the skull 
above the brain stem and surrounded by the four cerebral lobes of each hemisphere. [13] 
 

Brainstem (Fig. 5 & 6) The brain stem consists of the midbrain (mesencephalon), pons, and medulla 
oblongata in descending order below the cerebrum. The medulla oblongata connects the brainstem to the 
spinal cord. [13] 

 
Figure 5: Median view of brain 



 
Figure 6: Brain stem in relation to cerebrum and cerebellum 

 

Brain Anatomy which MUST BE EXAMINED AND UNDERSTOOD when evaluating 
mechanisms causing SRC! 
MENINGES and SPACES 
CEREBRSPINAL FLUID AND VENTRICULAR SYSTEM 
FALX CEREBRI 
TENTORIUM CEREBELLI 
FALX CEREBELLI 
CORPUS CALLOSUM 
CEREBRAL PEDUNCLES 
CEREBELLAR PEDUNCLES 
 

Meninges and Spaces (Fig. 7): The meninges are the dura mater, the arachnoid mater, and the pia mater. 

• Dura mater - a thick membrane made of dense irregular connective tissue that surrounds the brain and 
spinal cord.  

o Periosteal membrane - the periosteal layer of the dura mater adheres to the inner surface of the 
skull bones while the meningeal layer lays over the arachnoid mater. Between them is the 
cranial epidural space. [70] 

o Epidural space is a potential space between the cranial bones and the endosteal layer of the 
dura mater. [71] 

o Meningeal layer - a durable, dense fibrous membrane that passes through the foramen 
magnum and is continuous with the dura mater of the spinal cord. [72] 

• Subdural space (or subdural cavity) is a potential space that can be opened by the separation of the 
arachnoid mater from the dura mater as the result of trauma, pathologic process. [73] 

• Arachnoid mater – The middle layer of the three meninges consisting of  a network of fibers and 
collagen that are part of the suspension system that helps protect the brain from sudden impact. [74] 

• Subarachnoid space - The interval between the arachnoid membrane and the pia mater. [75] 
o Consists of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), major blood vessels, and cisterns. The cisterns are 

enlarged pockets of CSF created due to the separation of the arachnoid mater from the pia 
mater based on the anatomy of the brain and spinal cord surface. [76] 

• Pia Mater - the meningeal envelope that firmly adheres to the surface of the brain and spinal cord. It is 
a very thin membrane composed of fibrous tissue covered on its outer surface by a sheet of flat cells 
thought to be impermeable to fluid. [77] 

o Innermost layer of the meninges that closely covers the brain. It acts as a barrier and aids in 
the production of cerebrospinal fluid. [78] 

 



 
Figure 7. Protection of the CNS 

 
IMPORTANT NOTE: All of the anatomy we just reviewed from the inferior skull to the four major regions of the 
brain (cerebrum, cerebellum, diencephalon, and brain stem) is between 0.4 and 7 mm thick depending on 
where you measure.[54] The meninges and spaces between them are part of the cerebrospinal fluid and 
ventricular system designed to protect the other structures of our brains. 

 
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and the ventricular system of the brain are also important anatomy 
regarding discussion around SRC. CSF completely surrounds and bathes the central nervous system meaning 
the structures of the brain and the spinal cord. CSF is also the fluid which fills the ventricles of the brain. There 
are four ventricles in the adult human brain (Fig. 8): one within each cerebral hemisphere, a third within the 
diencephalon, and a fourth that lies between the pons and cerebellum and extends into the superior portion of 
the medulla oblongata. The two lateral ventricles do not connect with each other, but each connects with the 
third ventricle which connects with the fourth ventricle. [21] Two of the functions of CSF is preventing contact 
between neural structures and surrounding bones and supporting the brain through suspension within the 
skull. [13] 
 

 
Figure 8. Ventricles 

 
Regarding SRC the anatomy of the CSF and ventricular system have two main functions, buoyancy, and 
protection. The actual mass of the human brain is about 1400–1500 grams (approximately 3.09-3.31 pounds); 
however, the net weight of the parts of the brain inside of the dura mater suspended in CSF is equivalent to a 
mass of 25-50 grams (approximately .056-.11 pounds/.88-1.76 ounces). The brain therefore exists in neutral 
buoyancy, which allows the brain to maintain its density without being impaired by its own weight. CSF protects 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_brain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weight
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutral_buoyancy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutral_buoyancy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Density


the brain tissue from injury when jolted or hit, by providing a fluid buffer that acts as a shock absorber from 
some forms of mechanical injury. [22] 
 
 
 

 
 Figure 9A & 9B. Relationship among the Brain, Cranium, and Meninges  

 
The cranial meninges which are continuous with spinal meninges surround the brain and act as shock 
absorbers that prevent contact with the surrounding bones of the skull. There are three layers of cranial 
meninges: dura mater (outermost), arachnoid mater (middle), and pia mater innermost (Fig. 9B). The dura 
mater is made up of two layers the periosteal/endosteal layer which attaches to the periosteum of the skull and 
the meningeal layer. These layers have a small gap between them which contains CSF. [13] The arachnoid 
mater is a membrane covering the brain and lies between the meningeal layer of the dura mater and the pia 
mater which is in contact with the brain. The narrow space between the arachnoid mater and the meningeal 
layer is called the subdural space. This thin space is occupied by a serous fluid not considered CSF. [13,23] 
The space between the arachnoid mater and the pia mater is called the subarachnoid space. The arachnoid 
mater acts as a ceiling over cranial blood vessels while the pia mater is the floor. Within the subarachnoid 
 

 
Figure 10: CSF and Ventricular System 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shock_absorber


 

mater the vessels are supported by the arachnoid trabeculae and surrounded by CSF. [13] The flow of CSF in 
the spaces along with the ventricular system is shown in Fig. 9A and Fig. 10. The pia mater is attached to the 
surface of the brain into fissures of the cerebrum and laminae of the cerebellum. These layers of the cranial 
meninges that contain the CSF and surround the brain and are part of the protective mechanism to reduce the 
forces causing brain injury by acting as a buffer between the brain and the skull. CSF surrounding the brain 
combined with flowing through the four ventricles and folds protect the brain by acting as a shock absorber and 
supporting the brain through suspension by providing buoyancy. [13,24] 

 
Falx cerebri, Tentorium cerebelli, Falx cerebelli, and Diaphragma sellae 
At four locations of the dura mater there are folds of the meningeal layer which extend deep int o the cranial 
cavity. These extensions subdivide the cranial cavity and provide support for the brain by limiting brain 
movement. 
The falx cerebri (Fig. 11) is a fold of dura mater which projects down between the cerebral hemispheres to the 
longitudinal fissure right above the corpus callosum. The tentorium cerebelli (Fig. 11) supports the two 
occipital lobes of the cerebrum and separates the cerebellar hemispheres from those of the cerebrum. It 
extends across the cranium at right angles to the falx cerebri. The transverse sinus lies within the tentorium 
cerebelli. The falx cerebelli extends in the midsagittal line inferior to the tentorium cerebelli, dividing the two 
cerebelli hemispheres. It contains the occipital sinus.[13]                                                                                               

 

 
 

Figure 11. Falx cerebri and tentorium cerebellum 
 

These folds are made up of the meningeal layer of the dura mater and are described as a dense fibrous 
membrane meaning they are stiffer than the surrounding brain tissue. The mechanical function of these dural 
folds is to limit the rotational displacement of the brain and support the brain by dampening motion in the brain. 
[25]  

 
Corpus callosum (Fig. 12) is a thick bundle of nerve fibers that connects the left cerebral hemisphere with 
the right hemisphere allowing information to be passed between them. It ensures that both sides of the brain 
can communicate and send signals to each other. But one of the other functions of the corpus callosum which 
is not recognized is the structural support for the cerebral hemispheres. The corpus callosum is approximately 
10 cm in length and 2.5 cm in height. [26, 27] It is the largest white matter structure in the human brain 
consisting of approximately  200–300 million axonal projections. A number of separate nerve tracts, classed as 
subregions of the corpus callosum, connect different parts of the cerebral hemispheres. [26, 28]  
This collection of white matter within the brain has a high myelin content. [29] Myelin increases the stiffness 
of white matter which is what makes the corpus callosum a supportive structure for the cerebral hemispheres. 
[29, 30] This is extremely important in the structural and mechanical function of the corpus callosum and how it 
provides some protection for the brain from injury. 



 

 
Figure 12. Corpus callosum 

 
When there is impact to the head the two hemispheres of the cerebrum are obviously moving in varying 
directions about the corpus callosum and the brain stem. Especially with rotation. 
 
Cerebral Peduncles and Cerebellar Peduncles (Fig. 13) 
The cerebral peduncles attach the cerebral hemispheres to the brainstem just below the thalamus and above 
the pons. The cerebellar peduncles attach the cerebellar hemispheres to the brain stem laterally and 
posteriorly at the pons. The key to mentioning these two structures of the brain is that together they connect 
approximately 90-95% of the brain’s weight to the brainstem. 
 

 
                                       Figure 13. Cerebral and cerebellar peduncles 

 

The two most important points of this review of the structural anatomy of the head, neck, and brain is to 
recognize to that 1.) NOWHERE DOES THE BRAIN SECURELY ATTACH OR CONNECT WITH THE SKULL 
or with any other structural anatomy of the human body. The brain only attaches to the spinal cord via the 
brainstem; and 2.) THE LININGS THAT CONTAIN THE SPACES, CSF, VENTRICLES, FOLDS, AND FOUR 
MAJOR REGIONS ARE ALL PART OF THE BRAIN. The HEAD is attached to the body via neck musculature 
and ligaments via bony anatomy at C1 (Atlas) of the cervical spine. 
As you can see from this detailed review of the anatomy of the brain that it includes much more than just the 
four major areas of cerebrum, cerebellum, diencephalon, and brain stem. The unique design of the meninges, 
spaces between them, CSF, and ventricles form a system to provide protection of the of the entire brain and its 
components. We have been led to believe that the brain only consists of the four major structures: cerebrum, 
cerebellum, diencephalon, and brain stem and that all its components above the spine are completely 
surrounded by fluid and that together they bounce around inside the skull with the different impacts causing 



SRC. And this is not the truth! TRUTH #3: Based on the structural anatomy and its 
components the brain does not bounce or float! 
 
REMEMBER: The brain only moves in reaction to when the head moves! Therefore, the design of the 
whole brain is to absorb the forces caused by the kinetic energy of motion elicited to the brain by the 
skull from movement of the head and neck. THE HELMET CAN DO NOTHING TO ASSIST IN THIS 
SYSTEM TO PROTECT AGAINST A SRC! 
 

HELMET TESTING RESEARCH 
Over the last ten years millions of dollars have been spent on “head health technology”.  The term HeadHealth 
was introduced by the National Football League through initiatives called the NFL HeadHealthTECH Challenge 
and the HeadHealth Challenge. [31,32] The HeadHealthTECH Challenge is a series of innovation challenges 
intended to deepen understanding of and advance solutions in the areas of head protection, material science 
and kinematic measurement, among others. The TECH Challenges are structured to stimulate research and 
innovation, as well as encourage connections with mentors and/or venture capitalists, with a goal of spurring 
developments in engineering, biomechanics, advanced sensors, and material science. [32] As a result, 
research and testing around the helmet has increased over the last 10 years. A critical component of 
concussive injuries is how the mechanical energy from the external input (acceleration) is transferred to the 
brain and vascular tissue at the tissue and microscale. This energy transfer process—both how the 
acceleration moves and deforms the brain tissues and the effect of this physical stimulus on the living tissue 
and neural/glial networks—is the key step in understanding the basis for concussion. [33] As a result in my 
review of the research and testing of helmets the majority has been focused on peak linear acceleration (PLA), 
peak rotational acceleration (PRA), impact duration (IMPD), and recently impact location (IMPL) has been 
incorporated into the mix. [34,35,36,37,38,39]  Although to date I do not believe there has been any consensus 
on exactly what factors or criterion established from these measures bring us any closer to determining what 
results in SRC.  Even though we believe injury mechanisms are likely related to kinetic measures of impact 
severity (e.g. peak linear acceleration (PLA), peak rotational acceleration (PRA), impact duration (IMPD), it 
remains unclear if any single biomechanical measure is well correlated with the occurrence of MTBI. [36] 
My conclusion from my review is that we are not that much closer in finding an answer on how the helmet can 
be improved to prevent SRC. In 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 the NFL and NFLPA (Player’s Association) 
together released their extensive laboratory and on-field performance testing of helmets. [40,41,42,43] In 
2018, there were 17 helmets in the top performing group which consisted of helmets whose performance were 
not statistically different from the two top ranked helmets in the group. [40] The 2019 their tests reported 27 
helmets in the top performing group of helmets in which there was no statistical difference from the top three 
helmets in the group. [41]  In the 2020 their rhetoric changed regarding performance results. They identified 31 
helmets with ‘better laboratory performance’ but distinguished the helmets into two groups. The testing 
identified 15 out of 31 helmets that performed better in laboratory testing than the other 16 approved helmets. 
[42]  The 2021 laboratory results included 20 helmets in the top performing group with 12 helmets that 
performed better in laboratory testing. [43] Some helmets that have been approved by the NFL testing are now 
not recommended and some even prohibited.   
What I see being evaluated on laboratory tests is a focus on absorption of energy even going so far as trying  
the crush theory with crumple zone technology utilized in auto racing. VICIS, the top-rated helmet in by the 
NFL-NFLPA three out of the last four years due to its absorption capabilities was inspired by this 
technology. [40,41,42,43] “The high-tech helmet unveiled Monday by Seattle-based startup VICIS, was 
inspired by elements of automobile design. Like the crumple zones built into modern cars, the shell of 
the helmet is designed to buckle upon impact in order to prevent additional jarring to an athlete’s head 
and neck. A second layer just beneath the helmet’s shell is made of hundreds of flexible columns that 
bend and compress, acting as shock absorbers.” [44] Today, the technology does not exist to prevent 
all SRCs in football or other sports and activities through crumple zone technology because the brain 
inside the skull is different than the head and body in auto racing. The crumple zone of a car is 
designed to absorb energy and it does this well. But  in auto racing you also have the Hans device  
(Fig. 14) which is also a major factor in reducing the head and neck injuries which is why crumple 
zones were developed in the first place. And it is important to note that crumple zones, roll cages, and 
the Hans devices are designed to prevent catastrophic head and neck injuries. Crumple zones absorb 
energy to the car limiting the force transferred to the body of the racer in the car. The Hans device 



limits the movement of the head only allowing for minimal motion in a crash, thus reducing force to the 
brain and neck elicited with violent head motion. [45,46]  
 

 

 
Figure 14. Hans Device 

  

 
Everything that happens inside the skull with the brain is theory through hypothesis, and in reality, we are no 
closer to reducing the prevention, incidence, or severity of SRC via the helmet in football. And I believe there is 
reason why a helmet will never be able to completely resolve this issue. In fact, when it comes to the inertial 
forces after direct impact and inertial forces from whiplash some helmets are more likely to add to SRC.  If we 
want to do this in football and other activities, we need a safety system of protection which does not solely 
rely on the helmet to prevent SRC. In football this safety system would include the helmet, shoulder pads, and 
deceleration safety device like Kato Collar working together to reduce the energy eliciting the forces causing 
SRC. I hope to explain my own theory/hypothesis in a very simple manner as to why in the paragraphs below. 
And by no means is my intention to diminish the significance and importance of a helmet in the protection 
against concussion through direct impact. Helmets are an absolute necessity in protection of the mechanisms 
and forces causing head injury through direct impact, but they only provide protection on direct impact to 
the head/helmet and only while the helmet is in contact! The helmet needs help when it comes to the 
inertial mechanisms and forces causing concussion from both direct and indirect impacts. 

 
ABSORPTION OF ENERGY BY HELMETS 
In order to fully understand what is happening to the brain during a SRC event and how helmets are designed 
to protect the head we also need a quick review and understanding of some physics.  
We have just talked about how the general public tends to see the occurrence of concussions. Let’s talk about 
what is happening during contact in the context of mechanical energy. In order to do this, we must refresh 
ourselves with some science. The energy acquired by the objects upon which work is done is known 
as mechanical energy. Mechanical energy is the energy that is possessed by an object due to its motion or due 
to its position. Mechanical energy can be either kinetic energy (energy of motion) or potential energy (stored 
energy of position). In physical sciences, mechanical energy is the sum of potential energy and kinetic energy. 
[47] In physics, potential energy (PE)  is the energy held by an object because of its position relative to other 
objects, stresses within itself, its electric charge, or other factors.[48] In physics, the kinetic energy (KE) of an 
object is the energy that it possesses due to its motion. It is defined as the work needed to accelerate a body of 
a given mass from rest to its stated velocity. Having gained this energy during its acceleration, the body 
maintains this kinetic energy unless its speed changes. [49] In Newtonian mechanics, linear momentum, 
translational momentum, or simply momentum is the product of the mass and velocity of an object. It is a 
vector quantity, possessing a magnitude and a direction. [50] Inertia is the resistance of any physical object to 
any change in its velocity. This includes changes to the object's speed, or direction of motion. An aspect of this 
property is the tendency of objects to keep moving in a straight line at a constant speed when no forces act 
upon them. [51] 

Before we begin our discussion of SRC we also need to define coup vs. contrecoup injury of the brain.  The 
terms coup and contrecoup are French for “blow” and “counterblow.” Therefore, a coup-contrecoup injury 
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actually refers to two separate injuries. [52] A coup injury occurs on the brain directly under the point of 
impact.  A contrecoup injury occurs on the opposite side of the brain from where the impact occurred. [53] For 
the purpose of the following description of what occurs to the brain in a SRC, the side of the brain which is the 
first contact with the skull will be the coup side and the opposite of the brain contacting the skull will be the 
contrecoup side.  
 

WHAT REALLY HAPPENS INSIDE THE SKULL THAT NOBODY IS TALKING ABOUT! 
The pathology of concussion has been attributed to rupture, shearing, contusion, stretching and tearing of the 
various structures in the brain. Those structures include veins, nerves, cerebrum, cerebellum, midbrain/brain 
stem, and spinal cord. As I pointed out previously the brain is not attached to the skull and therefore when 
impact is applied to the head/helmet that is not impact to the brain. The brain moves separately from your skull.  
Remember, you can never move your brain separate from your skull! Your brain only moves in reaction 
to how your head moves. When an impact occurs to the skull, the isolated impact to the brain is caused by 
motion of that brain with the inferior surface of the skull, thus making it independent of the impact to the 
head/helmet. And this is where we have to change our thinking and our hypothesis of how the brain is injured 
from direct and indirect impacts. 
To better understand this, think of it in this way: You have muscles which attach to the bones of the skull which 
when fired will move your head and the brain then moves with the head. You have no muscles attaching to 
your brain to move it independently inside the skull separately from the head.  
We have already discussed in football that the MOI causing brain injury can occur through a direct impact to 
the head/helmet or an indirect impact causing the head/helmet to move. Most impacts in football occur with 
contact whether direct or indirect and there is always movement by one or more of the players. The MOI of 
direct impact causing SRC occurs when there is direct contact to the helmet. Direct helmet contact in 
football can occur in several different ways. 1.) One mechanism of direct impact is when there is direct contact 
to the helmet in which both objects of contact are moving with some velocity. Example: Helmet-to-helmet 
contact in which both players are running toward each other and hit helmet-to-helmet such as when a 
defensive back hits a , or a linebacker hits a running back. Another example of this could be a linebacker 
hitting the running back in the thigh. Both the helmet and the thigh are moving with some speed and direction.  
2.) There is also helmet to helmet contact in which one helmet is moving with a greater velocity than the helmet 
it contacts which may be more stationary. Example: On a kickoff return the blockers are usually running back 
and setting up or positioning themselves in an optimal position to pick up the opponent they are to block on the 
play. When these two players have direct helmet-to-helmet contact the player’s helmet who is blocking is much 
more stationary than the player covering the kickoff return. 3.) A third mechanism of direct contact is when the 
helmet makes contact with an immovable object such as the ground. Example: Running back gets tackled 
from the side landing on the side of the shoulder and the head whipping into the ground. Or the quarterback 
gets hit and falls backward and head whips into the turf.  
The mechanism of indirect impact causing SRC occurs when there is no contact to the helmet. This 
MOI is called whiplash and some part of the body is hit causing the head to move violently. This can occur in 
two different ways. 1.) Both players are in motion when contact is made. Example: A receiver is running a 
pass route across the middle and the defensive back hits the receiver in the shoulder stopping his forward 
body momentum and the head continues moving forward and then whipping back. Or a running back is coming 
through the hole and gets hit by a linebacker just below the waist causing his upper body and head to continue 
moving forward and then whip back. 2.) The player making the hit is in motion and the player being hit is 
stationery. Example: The quarterback drops back and sets up to throw and as he starts his throwing motion 
gets hit in the back by the defensive end causing his head to whip back and then forward. 
 
The key in all these mechanisms is that there is an acceleration or deceleration motion of the head that 
occurs causing and SRC! Motion and some type of impact is always involved. When a head/helmet in motion 
comes in contact due to direct impact, the head/helmet is stopped and changes direction. This is when a 
head/helmet goes from acceleration to deceleration to acceleration again. At some point in time the 
head/helmet comes to zero velocity at the impact location (IMPL) before moving in the opposite direction. The 
contact with the head/helmet causes mechanical energy to be transferred to the head/helmet by its position. 
We must understand the absorption of energy from the head/helmet only occurs at this point and during this 
timeframe of contact. The only place and time a helmet can provide protection to the brain through absorption 
of energy is at the IMPL for the duration of impact (IMPD) and only during a direct impact. And this is 
absorption of energy via the head/helmet to the skull not to the brain. Energy elicited upon the brain 



ONLY occurs after the IMPD. Because the brain is separate from the skull it does not accelerate and 
decelerate at the same time the head does. Which means it is the kinetic energy of motion being produced by 
the brain itself moving back and forth inside the skull in response to the head movement created by direct and 
indirect impacts. Our brain was designed with its own ability to absorb the forces elicited to it through its own 
mechanical and structural anatomy. SRC occurs when those forces cannot be protected by the skull and the 
kinetic energy created by motion cannot be absorbed by the mechanical and structural anatomy of the brain. 
 
Based on biomechanical and laboratory testing kinetic measures [Peak Linear Acceleration (PLA) & Peak 
Rotational Acceleration (PRA)] are only being taken during IMPD. As a result, we have been led to believe this 
is where the most energy is elicited to the head and therefore, we have assumed this is where the most energy 
is elicited to the brain. But we must ask ourselves two questions: 1) Is this the only place where there is energy 
being elicited to the brain causing stress and strain to its anatomical structures which produces SRC; and 2) Is 
this the time and place where the most energy is being elicited to the brain?  Most people see force to the brain 
as only being elicited by direct impact upon the head/helmet and therefore through marketing and a public’s 
lack of knowledge see it as the only mechanism causing SRC. As a result, everyone sees the helmet as the 
only method of protection against SRC.  
 
EXAMPLE 1: What happens to the brain with direct contact when both players making contact with 
each other are both moving? 
Let’s evaluate what is happening to the brain in a direct impact when two players, player 1, a linebacker,  and 
player 2, a running back are both moving toward each other and make helmet to helmet-to-helmet contact.  
The impact from player 1’s helmet in some way contacts player 2 causing player 2 to sustain a concussion. 
What is happening with player 2’s brain? We will describe player 1 as moving forward at a certain speed 
attempting to tackle player 2 while they are carrying the football when they make direct helmet-to-helmet 
contact . Player 2’s head/helmet and brain are moving at the same speed when contact is made. Upon contact 
player 2’s head/helmet forward motion is stopped and comes to zero velocity during impact and changes 
direction after contact. The question we must ask ourselves is, “Does the brain come to zero velocity at the 
same time? 
Since the brain is not attached to the skull we must assume when the head/helmet stops at impact and the 
brain which has its own momentum and inertia will continue moving separate from the head/helmet inside the 
skull in the same direction as the head/helmet was moving prior to being stopped by the impact. When the 
head/helmet abruptly decelerates on impact coming to zero velocity the brain since it is separate continues to 
move into the inferior surface of the skull. The inferior surface of the skull did not cause force to be 
elicited to the brain, but the kinetic energy of motion that the brain has during its continued motion 
toward the skull is what causes the impact to the brain. The brain does not come to zero velocity at the 
same time the head/helmet. Therefore, it is the abrupt deceleration of the head/helmet causing the brain to 
run into the inferior surface of the skull . The impact is to the head/helmet and not the brain. This is a video of 
how this might occur: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPCr5yQDOLs  [54] (Important to note in this 
replication that after the hit to the front of the skull the skull does not move and that there is no fluid in 
this replica of the brain.) The brain will continue to move forward at the velocity it was moving prior to impact 
even after the head/helmet stops until it reaches its own zero velocity. We will call this side of the brain with 
initial contact the coup side. The coup side of the brain only moves .4-.7mm depending on the IMPL. [55] 
The coup side is in some way deforming in a similar way that a rubber ball deforms when it is bounced off the 
floor. The part that hits the floor flattens as the opposite side of the ball moves toward it. I believe we can 
assume based on the physics of coup and contrecoup the side of the brain opposite of impact is in some way 
moving toward the IMPL. The coup side of brain contacts the inferior surface of skull at the IMPL and 
contrecoup side moves and compresses toward this site. [56] Camirillo states, “So, one thing that I do agree 
with, and I think most experts would, is that the brain does have these dynamics. It does lag behind the skull 
and then catches up and moves back and forth and oscillates. Your brain is one of the softest substances in 

your body, and you can think of it as kind of like jello.” [57] TRUTH#4: Since the essence or 
constitution of the cerebrum is described like jello and has CSF moving inside 
through the ventricles and surrounding it, it cannot act like a ball bouncing back 
and forth inside the skull. You cannot bounce a ball in fluid or bounce a ball that contains fluid! 

But we can assume the coup side is in some way changing shape upon contact with the skull causing the 
contrecoup side of the brain to compress toward the coup side of impact. When you drop jello in air on the floor 
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it does not bounce, it splatters. Being surrounded by the CSF and dura mater, I would conclude that the 
contrecoup side of the brain moves toward the coup side compressing and changing shape in some way.  How 
much it compresses or moves we have no way of knowing at this time because the modeling cannot be 
accurately replicated, and we have no way at this time to record how a brain moves inside the skull. The 
contrecoup side of the brain could even still be compressing as the head/helmet changes direction. We can be 
fairly sure that the contrecoup side of brain is compressing during the entire time of impact since its movement 
is separate from the head/helmet because the brain. The Impact duration (IMPD) of the head/helmet is the 
time period when two or more bodies collide. Head/helmet impacts have been recorded as having an IMPD 
between 5.5 and 13.7 milliseconds (ms). [36] 
I also do not agree with Camirillo’s description of the brain lagging behind and then catches up and moves 
back and forth and oscillates. The brain is never moving on its own trying to catch up to the head/helmet. The 
brain only reacts to head/helmet motion. Therefore, the brain is being pushed back and forth by the movement 
of the head/helmet until the head/helmet’s movement from the impact has stopped. The brain does continue to 
move after the head/helmet stops. I’m not sure that oscillation is the term to describe this movement since it 
has fluid running through the ventricles and around itself via the meninges and spaces. I think the brain 
wavering back and forth after the head/helmet stops may be a better way to describe this motion. 
We have been misled into believing the energy and force absorbed during the IMPD by the helmet is the only  
energy and force which acts on the brain to cause concussion. It is important to note that this energy being 
absorbed by the head/helmet has no effect on the brain during IMPD! The brain’s energy is being created 
by its own KE moving toward the IMPL at the SAME SPEED THE HEAD was moving prior to contact. 
REMEMBER TWO THINGS WE HAVE ESTABLISHED PREVIOUSLY THROUGH OUR REVIEW OF 
ANATOMY: 1) The brain is separate from the skull; and 2) The brain weighs 3 - 3.3 pounds and when 
suspended in CSF only .88-1.76 ounces. [14,15,50]  The absorption of energy during IMPD only indirectly 
reduces the amount of energy which will be elicited to the brain by the skull after IMPD when the head starts moving in 
the opposite direction from the hit. Based on the research and testing of helmets energy absorption only 
occurs during the impact duration (IMPD). [34, 35]  IMPD is the only place and time that the helmet can absorb 
energy to the head and therefore have any effect on the protection of the brain.  And it is the only place and 
time the helmet can reduce force to the head/helmet and therefore the helmet can only indirectly reduce force 

to the brain. TRUTH #5: Since the brain is separate from the skull and only reacts to 
what the head does the brain and the head do not travel at the same speed 
during the acceleration deceleration mechanism of direct and indirect impacts. 
When a head/helmet in motion makes contact with another object (helmet, 
shoulder, thigh, etc.) and is decelerated to a stop and change of direction  the 
brain continues moving toward the IMPL until it is forced to change direction 
from the head movement. The better the absorption of energy/force at IMPD the less that is 

transmitted to the head and the less energy/force that will be transmitted to the brain through the KE of motion 
of the head as it stops and starts moving in the opposite direction.  THIS IS NOT A BAD THING BECAUSE 
THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT HELMETS WERE DESIGNED TO DO! There are two ways the helmet does this: 1) 
By reducing time of contact through deflection of the blow by its hard composite outer shell and shape.  Less 
time on contact the less energy/force is transferred; and 2) The internal padding lining the inside of the helmet 
is designed to reduce the force through absorption of energy and dispersion of the force over a larger area. 
This is exactly what the helmet does, and it does it well, but it only does this during IMPD and only for 
milliseconds. After IMPD the helmet has no benefits in protecting the brain. And this is where the 
confusion begins regarding how energy is absorbed to reduce forces acting on the brain which are believed to 
cause concussion. 
Take time to think about this! Helmets in some ways are a contradiction to themselves. Helmets were 
designed to prevent skull fractures. The outer covering or shell has progressed from leather to plastic to a hard 
composite and changed shape to better distribute force and keep force away from the head. There were even 
suspension helmets to keep the shell away from the skull so no contact would occur to the skull. What was the 
reason behind this evolution of helmets? To simply deflect and distribute force. In order to do this helmets are 
designed to limit the time of impact! Less time on contact less force transferred. And now in addition to this we 
are going to ask the helmet to absorb all the force when in reality the outer shell is designed not to do this. 
What of any of this makes any sense at all? As we talked about previously, in the release of the 2021 Helmet 
Laboratory Testing Performance Results the annual NFL Helmet Challenge is offering, “A $1 million prize will 



be awarded for a winning helmet which improves on the performance score achieved by current top-performing 
helmets by more than 15%. This would mark a transformational improvement approximately five times greater 
than the average year.” [1] Several hundred million dollars have been spent on the testing, research, design, 
and development of the football helmet over the past 10 years. Have you seen any statistics to date on 
percentage of improvement? We can do all the testing, research, design, and development of helmets we 
want, but only incremental improvements will ever be made. And a helmet will never improve with any 
significance the reduction of all concussions because they only offer any protection upon impact! Helmets are 
not the only answer! 
 
Now let’s talk some facts about the head/helmet and brain as it relates to mechanical energy. The 
average weight of the head is 11 pounds, and the average weight of the brain is about 3 - 3.3 pounds. [58]  I 
could not find anywhere listing the total weight of the head and brain separately, so I am going to assume that 
the skull weighs 8 pounds. The average weight of a football helmet is approximately 4-5 pounds. As a result, I 
believe that the head /helmet weigh approximately 12-13 pounds and that the head/helmet and brain 
altogether weigh approximately 15-16 pounds. As previously stated, player 2’s head/helmet and brain are 
moving at the same speed. Therefore, there is a momentum of 15-16 pounds which contacts player 1’s helmet. 
But it is key to remember that the brain’s momentum as it continues to move forward at contact is less than the 
head/helmet because it is separate from the head/helmet. Upon contact the momentum of the head/helmet is 
very quickly decelerated and comes to a zero velocity prior to changing directions from the direct contact. The 
brain’s kinetic energy (KE) of motion continues movement toward the contact sight. The skull initiates the 
contact as a result of the head/helmet decelerating rapidly to a stop! THE BRAIN DOES NOT COME TO 
ZERO VELOCITY AT THE SAME TIME AS THE HEAD/HELMET DURING IMPACT. The brain continues to 
move toward the skull. Just prior to this change of direction at zero velocity whatever kinetic energy has not 
been absorbed by the helmet becomes PE of the head/helmet. The question now becomes what happens with 
the brain after impact?  
 
What happens to the brain AFTER IMPD of the head/helmet in direct contact where both players are 
moving? Player 2’s head/helmet came to zero velocity and then changed directions. We know that the coup 
side of brain has made contact with the inside of the skull, but is the contrecoup side through its own KE of 
motion still moving toward the IMPL as the head/helmet changes direction? Yes, based on the laws of science. 
As the head/helmet with its own KE begins moving away from the IMPL as the brain creates its own IMPD with 
the skull and is still coming to its own zero velocity. At zero velocity the brain now has potential energy (PE) 
again. Now as the head/helmet continues to move in the opposite direction from the IMPL the inside surface of 
the skull is pushing on the coup side of the brain while contrecoup side of the brain is now leading the way. 
The brain’s PE at zero velocity is now being changed to kinetic energy of motion in the opposite direction. The 
following video very roughly depicts what is happening to the brain at the IMPL: 
https://www.cdc.gov/headsup/basics/concussion_whatis.html. [6] From this point forward we must recognize 
that after impact inertial motion of the head/helmet is occurring and transferring force and inertial motion to the 
brain and both are moving away from the IMPL. And they both now have their own KE. Whatever energy that 
has not been absorbed by the shell of the helmet, the padding of the helmet, and the skull now needs to be 
absorbed. 
I believe this is where we fail in how we are trying to prevent concussion. So, we now have KE of motion 
created by the momentum of the head/helmet and transmitting KE of motion to the brain, and each 
accelerating separately due to its own inertia and momentum which is the reason for the belief that the brain 
lags behind. [59] The truth is this has to occur, or we would never have a whiplash concussion. Inertia is the 
resistance of any physical object to any change in its velocity. This also means that the brain is not 
bouncing around inside the skull because it is being pushed by the head/helmet! 
As the head/helmet is now moving away from the IMPL it has the KE of momentum of 12-13 pounds and a 
brain which has 3 - 3.3 pounds of KE of momentum. Obviously, the brain accelerates with less velocity than 
the helmet/head which is why it lags behind. This then implores the question, “Does the coup side of the brain 
stay in contact with the skull until the head/helmet reaches zero velocity in its movement away from the IMPL, 
or does it separate prior to helmet/head movement?” In the previous video 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPCr5yQDOLs  [53] the skull that was struck with the hand moves very 
little after that and the coup side of the brain separates.  But, in most of the impacts in football the head/helmet 
moves after impact. Since we already concluded the brain does not reach zero velocity at the same time as the 
head/helmet, when the head/helmet moves away from the IMPL the coup side of the brain stays in contact with 
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the skull lagging behind head/helmet as a result of less momentum. THIS IS WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN IF 
THE HELMET IS TRULY DOING ITS JOB IN ABSORBING ENERGY AND FORCE! The only prevention of 
this is if the brain’s own way of protection through cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) may keep some separation 
between brain and skull. The contrecoup area of the brain has increased its distance from its normal position in 
the skull during IMPD and is now moving back in the direction of its normal location within the skull. The 
head/helmet and brain now each have their own kinetic energy trying to be absorbed moving in a direction 
away from the IMPL. The head/helmet with its own momentum continues to accelerate until it whips to a stop 
coming to zero velocity and then begins its return. The brain with its own momentum also continues to 
accelerate with contrecoup side of the brain leading the way as the coup side is being pushed by the skull. The 
very moment IMPD at IMPL of contact ends is when the head/helmet begins imposing its KE and momentum 
on the brain.  All energy/force on the brain is elicited by the inferior surface of the skull via  the head/helmet.  
As the head/helmet comes to zero velocity moving in the opposite direction from the IMPL we must ask 
ourselves where is the contrecoup side of the brain?  Do both the head/helmet and brain reach zero velocity at 
the same time or is the head/helmet already creating its own momentum and returning back toward IMPL?  
Based on science we know the mass of the brain is much less than the head/helmet and we can assume it has 
not reached zero velocity at the same time as the head/helmet and is still moving in the contrecoup direction as 
the head/helmet is moving back toward the initial IMPL. Again, in this impact situation it is not the brain 
initiating contact with the inside of the skull, but the skull initiating contact with the brain.  
And that is why we have to stop with the description of the “brain bouncing back and forth in the skull! 

TRUTH #6: The brain never bounces back and forth it is being pushed back and 
forth! 

 
This leads to the following question, is more force elicited to the brain on the coup side at IMPL during IMPD, 
OR on the contrecoup side when the skull elicits force to the brain on its return toward IMPL after whipping to a 
stop and changing direction? The NFL’s HeadHealth Technology and helmet companies have us believing it is 
at impact only! And they have created the narrative for this because this is where all the research and money 
are being funneled. This paradigm needs to be shifted! Regardless, based on science the contrecoup 
impact of the brain is still fairly violent and something which we do not account for in protection against the 
forces and energy causing SRC. We must begin to recognize and accept the fact that we must protect the 
brain on the contrecoup side the same way we do on the impact side by absorbing energy. If we do not, we will 
continue to have the same results! And we must remember that the brain continues its motion after the 
head/helmet comes to zero velocity. The sooner we can stop the movement of the head/helmet the sooner the 
the kinetic energy of motion stops acting on the brain and the brain stops moving. Once the head/helmet stops 
the brain’s own mechanism for absorption of energy and force can act to bring its own motion to a stop . 
 
EXAMPLE 2: What happens to the brain with direct contact when one player is moving, and the other is 
not? 
In this example player 1 is blocking for a kickoff return and is running back to pick out player 2, his opponent 
and blocking assignment. Player 1 in this case prior to making a block is usually settling into position to make 
his block on player 2 and therefore his head/helmet velocity is minimal. Player 2 is running pretty close to full 
speed when helmet to helmet contact is made with player 1 causing a concussion to player 1. The head/helmet 
of player 1 has very minimal motion and velocity upon contact with player 2’s helmet. For all practical 
purposes, the head/helmet and brain of player 1 are not moving when struck by player 2 and therefore both 
head/helmet and brain were basically at zero velocity when contact was made. Upon contact the helmet is 
absorbing as much energy as possible prior to the kinetic energy of movement away from its position of zero-
velocity at IMPL. Since the brain was also at zero-velocity upon contact brain movement away from the IMPL is 
initiated by the inferior surface of the skull at IMPL pushing on the brain. In this contact to contact hit it is the 
skull initiating a coup side impact to the brain at IMPL. The coup side of the brain is now being pushed into 
motion by the skull transferring kinetic energy throughout the brain via the motion caused by the push.  Now 
both the head/helmet and brain are moving each creating its own velocity through the kinetic energy of motion. 
The question now becomes what happens to the brain? There are only two possibilities: 1) During the motion 
away from the IMPL the brain on coup side is being pushed by the skull and since the brain’s momentum is 
less than the head/helmet the contrecoup side of the brain separates from the skull creating space. If this 
occurs compression of the brain from coup to contrecoup occurs; or 2) Since there is minimal space between 
the brain and skull of .4-.7 mm at IMPL the brain remains in the same proximity to the skull on the contrecoup 
side as it is being pushed away from IMPL. [54] In this case the contrecoup side of the brain would stay close 



to the skull and contact the skull when the head/helmet came to zero velocity. The coup side would continue 
moving and compression of the brain would come from contrecoup to coup. And this compression would 
increase as the head/helmet moves out of zero velocity from its momentum going back toward the IMPL by 
pushing the contrecoup side of the brain back toward the coup side as it continues its motion in the contrecoup 
direction. In either possibility absorption by the helmet can only protect against the first mechanism of brain 
movement causing concussion. And again, will do nothing in reducing the force and energy which is elicited to 
the brain from movement after impact! 
This leads to the SAME QUESTION we asked following example 1 regarding direct contact. Is more force 
elicited to the brain on the coup side at IMPL during IMPD, OR on the contrecoup side when the skull elicits 
force to the brain on its return toward IMPL after whipping to a stop and changing direction? 
 
EXAMPLE 3: What happens to the brain when a player goes to the ground with direct contact of the 
helmet to the turf? 
In this example player 1 a running back is hit from the side and tackled by player 2. Player 1 did not see the hit 
coming from the right and he is driven to the turf on his left side by player 2. As player 1 strikes the ground on 
his left shoulder his head/helmet continues its motion striking the turf. In some instances, this may be a whip of 
the head into the turf. The force of the hit from player 2 will determine the speed that the body and head/helmet 
are moving when player 1 hits the turf.  The head/helmet strikes the turf and comes to zero velocity and then 
usually bounces off the turf in the opposite direction. Much of what happens in this example is similar to 
example 1 in a direct hit to the helmet. As the coup side of head/helmet strikes the turf the head/helmet is 
rapidly decelerating while the brain continues its movement toward the skull with coup side contacting the skull 
and the contrecoup side compressing as it continues to move toward the IMPL. As we have explained before 
the head/helmet and brain do not reach zero velocity at the same time and therefore the brain is most likely st ill 
moving toward the IMPL when the head/helmet rapidly decelerates to zero-velocity prior to changing direction. 
The skull again initiates contact with the brain through its slowing down and stopping. Now head/helmet 
changes direction and the skull through KE of motion from its momentum begins pushing the brain in the other 
direction. This will continue to occur until the head/helmet stops moving and the brain’s absorption of energy 
takes over and brings the brain to a stop. 
 
EXAMPLE 4: What happens to the brain with indirect contact causing a whiplash brain injury? 
Whiplash is defined as an abrupt snapping motion or change of direction resembling the lash of a whip.[58] In 
the cause of a SRC it is the forceful, rapid back and forth movement of the head and neck from an indirect 
impact. I believe you will see in a whiplash injury there are two possibilities of brain movement within the skull 
that are very similar to example 2. 
Let’s use for an example of this injury a receiver, player 1, coming across the field on a pass route and gets hit 
in the chest by a defensive back player 2 allowing for his head/helmet to continue moving forward anteriorly. 
What occurs to the brain in relation to the head/helmet in this mechanism of injury? Again, there are only two 
possibilities:  1) The head/helmet and brain continue to move in unison, accelerating at the same speed 
together in a forward direction until they head/helmet comes to zero velocity and changes direction; or 2) Upon 
contact with the chest in which the body stops moving the head/helmet which weighs 12- 13 pounds 
accelerates at a faster rate than the brain which weighs 3 pounds. 
In the first possibility the brain is able to absorb its own kinetic energy created by the increased acceleration of 
the head/helmet and stays in the same approximation with the skull throughout the initial forward movement 
after the indirect hit to the chest. But since they are both separate when the head/helmet comes to zero 
velocity the coup (anterior) side of the brain continues moving forward making contact with the coup (anterior) 
skull and the contrecoup (posterior) side of the brain compresses toward the coup side. As the head/helmet 
changes direction the coup side of the skull begins pushing the coup side of the brain toward the contrecoup 
side of the brain compressing itself and changing its direction. The brain then begins moving toward the 
contrecoup side of the skull. At this point the head/helmet and brain are accelerating at different speeds. As the 
head/helmet reaches zero velocity moving posteriorly and changes direction the contrecoup side of the skull 
begins moving anteriorly and strikes the contrecoup side the of the brain while it is still moving posteriorly. 
In the second possibility the head/helmet moves forward accelerating at a greater velocity than the brain due to 
its greater mass and momentum as we described above in previous examples. The coup (posterior) side of the 
skull makes the initial contact with the brain and is then pushing the coup (posterior) side of the brain forward 
creating compression of the brain as the contrecoup (anterior) side of the brain is lagging behind the 
contrecoup (anterior) side of the skull. This will create more distance between the contrecoup (anterior) side of 

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/lash
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/whip


the skull and contrecoup (anterior) side of the brain . As the head/helmet decelerates coming to a zero-velocity 
just prior to changing direction the compressed brain which will still be moving forward collides with the inside 
surface of the skull. By this time the head/helmet may have already changed direction and be moving 
posteriorly toward the contrecoup (anterior) side of the brain striking is as it is still moving anteriorly. 
In both these possibilities the head/helmet will continue to move back and forth until its motion brought to a 
complete stop. Until all the motion from whiplash comes to a complete stop the brain continues to be pushed 
back and forth and force is elicited to the brain. Once the head/helmet’s motion is stopped the brain’s own 
mechanism of protection against injury can complete its job of reducing energy and force to itself. 
 
What we described above is a hit to the front of the body in which the head/helmet moves forward and then 
backward. The same injury can occur from a hit to the back of the body in which the head/helmet moves 
backward and then forward. 
 
Whiplash concussions provide the evidence needed of why we should be looking for technology 
beyond the helmet to prevent the forces and mechanisms causing SRC. In whiplash there is no direct 
impact to the head/helmet and the brain is still injured! Rapid acceleration of the head/helmet causes 
the forces acting on the brain. The same is true during a direct impact.  
TRUTH #7: SINCE THE BRAIN IS BEING PUSHED BACK AND FORTH BY THE HEAD/HELMETN 
DECELERATING THE HEAD/HELMET BY ABSORBING THE KINETIC ENERGY OF MOTION CREATED 
BY THE HEAD/HELMET DURING INDIRECT AND DIRCT IMPACTS IS JUST AS IMPORTANT OR MORE 
IMPORTANT THAN ABSORPTION OF ENERGY UPON DIRECT CONTACT WITH THE HELMET. THIS IS 
DONE BY SLOWING DOWN THE HEAD/HELMET’S MOTION FROM DIRECT AND INDIRECT IMPACTS. 
 

HOW IS ENERGY ABSORBED BY THE HEAD, NECK, AND BRAIN TO PREVENT CONCUSSION? 

The Head 
The two main functions of the skull are its bony structure which forms a cavity for the brain to protect it from 
injury and support the face. [59] The skull also provides attachment sites for neck musculature which have 
been proposed to provide prevention of brain injury through deceleration of the head/helmet. 
The Neck 
Neck strength is increasingly gaining recognition as a potentially modifiable risk factor for sport-related 
concussion however the evidence remains equivocal.  The verdict of whether strengthening the musculature of 
the neck can help in reducing the occurrence and incidence of concussion is still debatable. It would seem 
sensible that since the muscles of the neck are responsible for moving the head that they would have some 
function in helping slow down the head and therefore the brain, but the evidence is contradictory. 
Basically, the literature reports that increased neck stiffness (resistance of motion) is suggested to improve 
athletes’ ability to absorb external forces by allowing for more even distribution of kinetic energy through the 
torso. [60] Purportedly if you can pre-activate the muscles of the neck which support the head this will increase 
neck stiffness and will help reduce translational velocity, meaning if you know the impact is coming you have a 
better chance of muscle firing and recruitment which might help in preventing excess head motion and protect 
the brain. [61,62] 
This is where the dilemma of helmets comes into play. We know heavier helmets absorb forces better, but due 
to momentum and inertia put the neck at risk for greater injury, especially for youth players. The entire 
movement of the head and neck after IMPD is to absorb the energy from the head/helmet that is in excess of 
the head/helmet’s ability to absorb energy during IMPD. This definitely adds to the speed of movement and 
change of direction caused by movement of the helmet/head after initial impact which increases force and 
energy acting upon the brain and the neck. A lighter helmet is no doubt safer for the brain and the neck after 
initial impact and on indirect hits. 
 
The Brain 
This movement after IMPD of the head now transfers from the skull to the brain causing it to move inside 
separate from the skull.  During this time, the neck muscles are trying to absorb energy and slow down the 
head/helmet if and only if they have been able to fire! The brain is trying to absorb energy and slow itself 
down separate from the skull through how God designed it.  This is mainly done through cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) in the sinuses and the four ventricles within the brain forming the ventricular system of our brain (Fig.15). 



We already mentioned two of the functions of CSF is to prevent contact between neural structures and 
surrounding bones and supporting the brain through suspension within the skull. [13]  Therefore, working with 
the ventricles this system cushions and act as a buffer for the cortex. [24] We know based on the composition 
of the four areas of they continue to move inside the skull after impact and will continue to move until the head 
stops moving. As a result, the CSF continues to flow and move until the brain stops moving.  
We know the head will continue to move after impact until the muscles of the neck can stop it from moving. 
And we know that the brain continues to move inside the skull for a period after the head stops moving. I’ve 
already mentioned based on Camirillo’s statement that the hypothesis the experts believe to be true is the 
brain continues to oscillate after impact much like jello. [56] I believe the CSF flows through the ventricles in 
more of a wave type movement and around the brain to continue to absorb the energy elicited at impact and is 
what brings the brain to a stop after impact. Which is why I don’t necessarily think it oscillates (jiggles back and 
forth). CSF continues to flow to provide the protection to the brain throughout movement of the head and after 
the head stops moving.  
 

 
Figure 15: Ventricular system 

 

The heavier helmet increases the velocity of the head and the brain after impact through the momentum it 
creates. As a result, increased mechanical energy is transferred to the brain as kinetic energy of motion which 
must be absorbed after impact or during whiplash form an indirect impact.  Which is why it is extremely 
important that we slow down the head/helmet and bring it to a stop as soon as possible after impact. 
The sooner the head/helmet stops moving the sooner the brain can complete its own absorption of 
excess energy after impact. 
In addition to the anatomy of the ventricular system of the brain designed to absorb energy and protect our 
brain we must attempt to understand movement of the brain based on its anatomy.  We must do this as there 
is no way at this time to be able to capture a live view of the brain moving during impact and afterwards. 
Although there has been some modeling developed, I know of no modeling at this time which includes a 
replication of CSF and ventricles or an accurate modeling of how the neck functions to slow the head. To do 
this we must take a closer look at the anatomy to hypothesize about how it moves and, in the future, will reveal 
why we get the signs and symptoms that follow concussion 
 
ANATOMY WHICH REQUIRES A CLOSER LOOK IN EVALUATING CONCUSSION!!!  
Cerebrum – is the largest part of the brain and is composed of right and left hemispheres which are joined by 
the corpus callosum. 
 

The corpus callosum (Fig. 16 &17) is a thick bundle of nerve fibers that connects the left cerebral 
hemisphere with the right hemisphere. It ensures that both sides of the brain can communicate with each 
other. The corpus callosum is approximately 10 cm in length and 2.5 cm in height.  When there is impact to the 
head the two hemispheres of the cerebrum are obviously moving in varying directions about the corpus 
callosum and the brain stem. Especially with rotation. 



   
               Figure 16: Coronal view of corpus callosum          Figure 17: Sagittal view of corpus callosum  

 
The following link depicts one theory about movement of the brain following impact which effects the corpus 

callosum and possible long-term damage to the brain.[56] 

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/01/09/sports/football/what-happened-within-this-players-skull-

football-concussions.html 

Although the corpus callosum shows long-term damage from repeated SRC I believe it may have a 
function of protection for another part of the brain. This theory of movement of the brain was developed by 
the bioengineer David Camarillo and his team in the Cam Lab at Stanford University. Camarillo and others 
have speculated that the most damaging blows are those that cause the head to snap quickly from ear to ear, 
like the one shown in the link above, or those that cause a violent rotation or twisting of the head through a 
glancing blow. “The brain’s wiring, essentially, is all running from left to right, not front to back,” Camarillo said, 
referring to the primary wiring that connects the brain’s hemispheres. So, the direction you are struck can have 
a very different effect within the brain. In football, the presence of the face mask can make that sort of twisting 
even more extreme.” [56] 
I believe there is more to the brain anatomy and possibly why a lesser force causing rotation of the head leads 
to more concussions than a force from the front or side. This is related to where the cerebrum and the 
cerebellum attach to the brain stem.  Let’s begin with the cerebrum. As talked about previously the total weight 
of the brain is approximately 1400 to 1500 grams or 3.0 to 3.3 pounds. [14, 15] If the cerebrum makes up 80-
85% of the brain’s weight the cerebrum weighs approximately 1200 grams or 2.6 pounds. [18] The brainstem 
consists of thalamus, hypothalamus, midbrain, pons, and medulla oblongata which connects with the spinal 
cord. The cerebral peduncles (Fig. 18) attach the two hemispheres of the cerebrum inferiorly to the brain 
stem in the midbrain just below the thalamus and above the pons.   
The cerebellar peduncles (Fig. 18 & 19) attach the two hemispheres of the cerebellum to the brainstem at the 
level of the pons just above the medulla oblongata.  
 

   
Figure 18: Location of cerebral and cerebellar peduncles  Figure 19: Cerebellar cortex and peduncles 
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For our purposes of explanation, we are going to use the high end and approximate the total weight of the 
human brain as 1500 grams or 3.3 pounds.  The total weight of the cerebrum and cerebellum together is 
approximately 1340 grams or 2.95 pounds.  This is approximately 90% of the total weight of the brain. In 
vertebral anatomy the brain stem is considered part of the brain. Which means the brainstem consisting of the 
midbrain (mesencephalon), pons (metencephalon), and medulla oblongata (myelencephalon), the thalamus, 
hypothalamus, meninges, and CSF approximately make up the remaining 10% of weight of the brain. [13] The 
weight distribution of the parts of the brain along with where the cerebrum and cerebellum attach to the 
brainstem becomes extremely important when evaluating the magnitude of force and direction of force elicited 
to the head at impact which causes a concussion. 
The movement of the brain like other structures can move in six degrees of freedom (Fig. 20).  The degrees of 
freedom are the ways our bodies and other objects are able to move through the space around us. The brain 
can move front to back on the y-axis, side-to-side on the x-axis and up and down on the z-axis.  The brain can 
also rotate around each axis. Helmet testing measures these 6-degrees of freedom. [63] 
 

 
Figure 20: Axes and planes of the brain 

 

For evaluation of impact forces to the head which cause SRC we need to understand how the brain moves 
inside the skull. A force to the front of the head/helmet or to the body which causes the head/helmet to move 
forward and backwards with flexion and extension at the neck produces brain movement in the sagittal plane 
and rotation around the x-axis.  Depending on the amount of movement this can cause a coup-contrecoup 
injury to the anterior and posterior cerebrum, and also posteriorly to the cerebellum (Fig 21). The movement of 
the head/helmet in a direct impact to the front is extension followed by flexion and back to extension until the 
head/helmet stops moving and all energy is absorbed. Movement of the brain is forwards then backwards and 
then forward again until complete motion of the head is brought to a stop and the brain inside the skull stops 
moving.  

  
Figure 21: Anterior impact coup-contrecoup injury         Figure 22: Side impact coup-contrecoup injury 



 

A force to the side of the head/helmet or to the body which causes the head/helmet to move laterally in a side-
to-side motion at the neck produces brain movement in the coronal plane and rotation around the y-axis (Fig. 
22). Again,  dependent on the movement and amount of lateral flexion at the neck this can cause coup-
contrecoup injury to the cerebrum on both sides. The movement of the head in this mechanism is lateral flexion 
right to left and left to right until the head/helmet stops moving and all energy is absorbed. Movement of the 
brain is side-to-side until complete motion of the head is brought to a stop and the brain inside the skull stops 
moving.  
In both of these MOIs the force from impact to elicit a concussion probably has to be greater than forces which 
cause rotation of the head because the force elicited is only in one axis and one plane of motion. In both of 
these MOIs the corpus callosum is going to be compressed either from front to back along the y-axis or side-
to-side along the x-axis with the possibility of causing damage to it.  
Most impacts elicited to the head do not cause the brain inside the skull to move along one axis and through 
one plane of motion. I think at this point we can agree that most direct and indirect impacts in football do not 
elicit a straight front to back movement of the head with only flexion/extension at the neck or a side-to-side 
movement of the head with only lateral flexion to the right and left at the neck. Most impacts cause a 
combination of these two motions with the addition of lateral rotation of the head. In football most of these 
impacts are angular in nature and will cause the initial movement of the head into a combination of extension, 
lateral flexion, and lateral rotation. Angular impacts can cause rotational forces on the brain, which, if severe 
enough, can result in several rapid changes in velocity (directional speed) over short distances, periods, or 
both.  [64] The head is now moving through three planes and three axes of motion.  The previous link from 
Camirillo best depicts where the rotational motion of the brain caused by angular impacts is most likely located 
deeper in the brain. The image below shows that the anterior and posterior areas of the corpus callosum are 
stretched and damaged.  
Research has shown that the corpus callosum, a bundle of nerve fibers that carries signals between the brain’s 
left and right hemispheres, is vulnerable to damage from mild traumatic brain injury, commonly known as 
concussion. [65] These crisscrossing wires can sustain serious damage if the brain suddenly twists or hits 
against the skull, resulting in mild traumatic brain injury — otherwise known as a concussion.  
Finite Element (FE) simulations found that sagittal rotation of the head has little effect on the corpus callosum. 
However, coronal, and horizontal rotations caused lateral displacement of the falx cerebri at the center and 
periphery, respectively. (Fig. 23) These motions corresponded with strain in regions of the corpus callosum just 
below the location of falx displacement, which did not occur when the falx was removed. [66] Although, this FE 
simulation states the strain regions of the corpus callosum did not occur when the falx was removed this 
statement is not accurate. Removing the falx from a real brain cannot be replicated by FE simulation or 
computer modeling. Especially when the mechanical and structural function of the falx cerebri is to constrain 
the brain and limit displacement and rotation inside the cranium. [67] If this is its function how could we say it 
adds to the damage of the corpus callosum with that same mechanism. The weight of the cerebral 
hemispheres is causing the stress on the corpus callosum and not the falx cerebri. 
 

https://www.livescience.com/52880-concussion-facts.html


 
Figure 23: Area of damage to corpus callosum in angular impacts 

 
Even though less is known about the impact of damage to the corpus callosum on cognitive function, 
WITHOUT THE CORPUS CALLOSUM WE WOULD BE EXPERIENCING AN INCREASE AND SEVERITY OF 
CONCUSSIONS AND CONCUSSION SYMPTOMS.  The corpus callosum provides mechanical and structural 
support of the cerebrum and absorbs some of the energy and force that would be elicited at the brain stem if it 
were not there.   
In order to see this, we must take a closer look at the anatomy we presented earlier to see why this happens. 
(Fig. 17)  As previously described the corpus callosum is a thick bundle of nerve fibers that connects the left 
cerebral hemisphere with the right hemisphere allowing communication between them. It is the largest 
commissural tract in the human brain, with 200-300 million axons connecting the two cerebral hemispheres. 
[26,28] The corpus callosum is about 10 cm in length and 25 mm in height. [27] My supposition would be that 
this thick bundle would be more rigid than the surrounding cerebrum as it bridges each hemisphere, and this is 
supported by research. Myelin is an insulating layer, or sheath that forms around nerves, including those in the 
brain and spinal cord.  Weickenmeier, et al found using a combined mechanical characterization and 
histological characterization that the white matter stiffness increases linearly with increasing myelin content. 
[29]  Furthermore, modulus of elasticity (elastic modulus) is a quantity that measures a substance’s resistance 
to being deformed elastically when a stress is applied to it, and white matter (corpus callosum) has an elastic 
modulus which on the average is 39% stiffer than gray matter (cerebrum). [68, 69]  



 
Figure 24. Inferior & Sagittal View of Corpus Callosum 

 
When looking at the placement of the corpus callosum within the brain (Fig. 24) and its composition it is easy 
to determine that the corpus callosum provides structural support and mechanical stiffness to the brain as a 
whole. When considering that the cerebrum is 80-85% of the weight of the brain and encircles the brainstem at 
its attachment site just below the thalamus and above the pons the corpus callosum makes a significant 
contribution in mitigating concussion caused by brain stem injury. If the corpus callosum was not there to 
provide structural support to the cerebrum more energy would have to be absorbed by the brainstem and more 
force would be evoked at the brainstem where the cerebrum attaches via the cerebral peduncles. When you 
add in the weight of the cerebellum which attaches to the posterior aspect of the brainstem at the level of the 
pons just below the cerebrum approximately 90% of the weight of the brain is attached to the approximately 
remaining 10% of the brain which includes the brainstem. This may also answer the question of why we see 
damage to the corpus callosum in the autopsied brains of individuals who have received the subconcussive 
impacts to the head in sports and other activities as is it is assisting in controlling motion and absorbing energy 
from cerebral movement. 
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